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Welcome, Booksellers
We are thrilled to be working with you for the 2020-2021 sales season. To help us better support 
you, we have prepared this Bookseller Kit, which highlights everything you need to know about 
our 2021 Frontlist and key Backlist titles. We also have a dedicated Bookseller site on our 
website — this is your one-stop-shop for everything Jacaranda and is continuously updated 
throughout the year. 

What you can find on the Bookseller site: 
• The most up-to-date Jacaranda Product and Price List

• A catalogue of our 2021 Frontlist and key Backlist titles, including covers, ISBNs, prices and links

• Additional marketing materials including flyers and postcards

• Downloadable versions of the Bookseller Kits for all states

• Links to view sample chapters

• Updated publication dates 

• FAQs and important links 

• Contact details for the Jacaranda Sales team

We recommend bookmarking this page for easy reference throughout the year!

jacaranda.com.au/booksellers  

The new Jacaranda English 7 is unlike anything 

available in the market today. It is a brand-

new WRITEABLE TEXTBOOK, which has been 

built from the ground up using feedback from 

Australian teachers of English. Suitable for all 

curricula, this resource has been designed to help 

students of all abilities build essential English skills.

JACARANDA ENGLISH
Perfect for all states curricula

NEW FOR 2021

 

Unique in our approach, we focus on conceptual learning by exploring 
key concepts and big ideas, meaning students can build essential skills 
they can transfer to new contexts.  

A CONCEPT-BASED, SKILLS-FOCUSED APPROACH

Text and audio samples from students and teachers as well as from 
diverse people, including Indigenous Australians and migrants, help 
students engage and relate to what they’re learning.

CREATING REAL CONNECTIONS

Clear content, scaffolded activities and multimedia such as videos, 
interactivities and audio files allow students of all reading and writing 
abilities to succeed and progress. All students in the class can work on 
the same concept at different levels.

HELPING EVERY STUDENT SUCCEED

The only English resource your students will ever need.

Years 8, 9 & 
10 coming for 

2022
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Jacaranda’s 7–10 Core series

Each of Jacaranda’s 7–10 Core series includes these key features: 

• Digital + Print or Digital-only format options

• The choice of multiple digital platforms — learnON, eBookPLUS and PDF

• Proven pedagogy

• Clear differentiation

• Free teacher resources

With the learnON platform, teachers also gain access to: 

• Videos, interactivities and other rich media

• A virtual classroom where teachers are connected to students

• Pre- and post-test assessments

• Instant and exportable reports on student progress





* the textbook allows students to write in their responses
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The only English resource your students will ever need.

All states’ curricula | AUS

Jacaranda English

jacaranda.com.au/english  

The new Jacaranda English 7 is unlike anything available in the 
market today. It is a brand new WRITEABLE TEXTBOOK*, which 
has been built from the ground up using feedback from Australian 
teachers of English. Suitable for all curricula, this resource has been 
designed to help students of all abilities build essential English skills.

NEW FOR 2021 

Table of contents

Topic 1 Why learn English?

UNIT 1 READING
Topic 2 Reading for enjoyment
Topic 3 Reading for inference
Topic 4 Visual literature

UNIT 2 VIEWING AND LISTENING
Topic 5 Viewing for enjoyment

Topic 6 Viewing for inference
Topic 7 Audiobooks and podcasts

UNIT 3 LANGUAGE
Topic 8 Metalanguage
Topic 9 Spelling and punctuation

UNIT 4 WRITING
Topic 10 How to write sentences

Topic 11 How to write paragraphs
Topic 12 How to write essays
Topic 13 Storytelling
Topic 14 Editing and proofreading

UNIT 5 SPEAKING AND DEBATING
Topic 15 Constructing an argument
Topic 16 Speaking and listening  
to others

Jacaranda English 7
Print + learnON* 9780730385875 $49.95  learnON* 9780730385912 $34.95  

*learnON is a digital learning platform. You will also get access to eBookPLUS, the iPad App, and PDF formats.    

Helping every student succeed
Clear content, scaffolded activities and multimedia such as videos, interactivities and 
audio files allow students of all reading and writing abilities to succeed and progress. 
All students in the class can work on the same concept at different levels.

Creating real connections
Text and audio samples from students and teachers as well as from diverse people, including 
Indigenous Australians and migrants, help students engage and relate to what they’re learning.

A concept-based, skills-focused approach
Unique in our approach, we focus on conceptual learning by exploring key concepts and big 
ideas, meaning students can build essential skills they can transfer to new contexts.

Years  
8, 9 and 10 
coming for 

2022

Year 7  
title NEW  
for 2021



Jacaranda Humanities & Social Sciences
For the Western Australian Curriculum

jacaranda.com.au/hasswa  

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Humanities and  
Social Sciences 7 for WA, 2nd Edition

9780730387428     $64.95 
9780730387534     $44.95

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Humanities and  
Social Sciences 9 for WA, 2nd Edition

9780730387268     $64.95 
9780730387343     $44.95

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Humanities and  
Social Sciences 8 for WA, 2nd Edition

9780730387688     $64.95 
9780730387725     $44.95

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Humanities and  
Social Sciences for 10 WA, 2nd Edition

9780730387558     $64.95 
9780730387596     $44.95

*learnON is a digital learning platform. You will also get access to eBookPLUS, the iPad App, and PDF formats.

Building students’ skills — overarching and subject-specific
Develop students’ essential HASS skills, with explicitly embedded content and activities including 
our much-loved SkillBuilders, subject-specific skills chapters and a new student eWorkbook.

Meaningful differentiation at every phase 
Meaningful differentiation is provided at every phase of learning — from pre-test to reflection, 
each student can be offered their own unique path. Teachers can easily tailor lessons and create 
differentiated assignments using our customisable worksheets and online question banks. 

Unmatched teacher support — teachON 
teachON offers teachers time-saving support and inspiration, with ready-made lesson plans 
and practical teaching advice. With access to the learnON platform, you also receive immediate 
insights into your students’ performance and engagement.

Publishing 
in 2020
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NEW FOR 2021 

WA Curriculum | WA

These new editions form a comprehensive suite of print and digital resources, tailored to the WA 
curriculum. They provide carefully scaffolded and sequenced learning paths, with differentiated 
worksheets and powerful online tools to map student progress.



     

Jacaranda Maths Quest

jacaranda.com.au/acmaths  

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Maths Quest 7 AC, 3rd Edition

9780730346722     $79.95 
9780730360209     $44.95

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Maths Quest 9 AC, 3rd Edition

9780730346326     $79.95 
9780730360322     $44.95

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Maths Quest 8 AC, 3rd Edition

9780730346746     $79.95 
9780730360278     $44.95

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Maths Quest 10 + 10A AC, 3rd Edition

9780730346395     $79.95 
9780730360261     $44.95

*learnON is a digital learning platform. You will also get access to eBookPLUS, the iPad App, and PDF formats.

Bringing mathematics to life
A stunning range of new images, videos and interactivities  
to help bring mathematics to life.

Unlock deep insights into performance
With learnON, teachers can unlock deep insights into student and cohort performance.

Published 
2017

This series supports students of all abilities to achieve success with our unique pedagogical 
approach, which provides clear language and explanations, logical sequencing and asks students 
to think before they write. Ensuring no student is left behind, and no student is held back. 

Helping teachers teach their way
A diverse range of activities to help teachers teach mathematics their way, 
giving teachers and students the best possible experience.

For the Australian Curriculum

Australian Curriculum | AUS
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NEW MATHS 
SUPERCOURSE  

COMING FOR 2021

Access content from 
Years 7, 8, 9 & 10  

in one title



9780730346326     $79.95 
9780730360322     $44.95

Jacaranda Maths Quest 10 + 10A AC, 3rd Edition

9780730346395     $79.95 
9780730360261     $44.95

Jacaranda Science Quest
For the Australian Curriculum

jacaranda.com.au/acscience  

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Science Quest 7 AC, 3rd Edition

9780730347002     $79.95
9780730361404     $44.95

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Science Quest 9 AC, 3rd Edition

9780730346920     $79.95
9780730361558     $44.95

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Science Quest 8 AC, 3rd Edition

9780730346777     $79.95
9780730361466     $44.95

Print + learnON 
learnON*

Jacaranda Science Quest 10 AC, 3rd Edition

9780730346852     $79.95
9780730361619     $44.95

*learnON is a digital learning platform. You will also get access to eBookPLUS, the iPad App, and PDF formats.

Sparking students’ curiosity
A suite of rich, innovative and flexible resources to help students  
see the connection between science and their daily experiences.

Unlock deep insights into performance
With learnON, teachers can unlock deep insights into student and cohort performance.

Published 
2017

This series provides teachers with a clear learning framework and the tools and resources 
they need to spark students’ curiosity — enabling them to think like scientists.

Helping teachers teach their way
A diverse range of activities to help teachers teach science their way, 
giving teachers and students the best possible experience.

Australian Curriculum | AUS
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3 print 
with 

digital 
titles

 

SMITH | ELMS | ROLAND | ROWLAND

JACARANDA 

MATHS QUEST
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM | THIRD EDITION7

 

GRAEME LOFTS | MERRIN J. EVERGREEN

JACARANDA 

SCIENCE QUEST
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM | THIRD EDITION7

 

7JACARANDA

HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES

SECOND 
EDITIONFOR WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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Jacaranda’s 7–10 Bundle offers
Here at Jacaranda we are dedicated to providing schools with trusted, high quality resources, at 
a price that is accessible to every school. That’s why we’ve created the Jacaranda Digital Bundle 
(digital-only) and the Jacaranda Value Bundle (print with digital) to meet the unique needs of 
every Australian school. Note: year-level/cohort commitment is required.

Jacaranda Value Bundle
The Jacaranda Value Bundle is a high-value print and digital learning package of 3 core 
subjects that comes with dedicated training, support and digital set-up.

What’s inside
• Jacaranda Maths Quest AC print + learnON

• Jacaranda Science Quest AC print + learnON

• Jacaranda Humanities & Social Sciences WA  
print + learnON

Pricing and how to buy
Schools get incredible value with the Jacaranda Value Bundle at RRP $140 per student 
(RRP value $225) as an institutional license by year level — available for purchase through 
any of our trusted bookseller partners.

jacaranda.com.au/bundles  



11 digital 
resources 

for one 
low price

 

SMITH | ELMS | ROLAND | ROWLAND

JACARANDA 

MATHS QUEST
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM | THIRD EDITION7

 

GRAEME LOFTS | MERRIN J. EVERGREEN

JACARANDA 

SCIENCE QUEST
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM | THIRD EDITION7

 

MRAZ | DEMPSTER | GIBSON | BEDSON | MCMEEKIN

CASINADER | WESTHORPE | ROSSIMEL | KRIEWALDT

JACARANDA 

GEOGRAPHY ALIVE
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM | SECOND EDITION7

 

ROBERT DARLINGTON | JOHN HOSPODARYK

JACARANDA 

HISTORY ALIVE
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM | SECOND EDITION7

 

SMITH | ELMS | ROLAND | ROWLAND

JACARANDA 

MATHS QUEST
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM | THIRD EDITION7

 

GRAEME LOFTS | MERRIN J. EVERGREEN

JACARANDA 

SCIENCE QUEST
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM | THIRD EDITION7

 

7JACARANDA

HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES

SECOND 
EDITIONFOR WESTERN AUSTRALIA

7
ISLIP | MEGGITT | KALISPERIS | TERPON

 

JACARANDA

 ENGLISH

Bundle services and support
The value doesn’t just stop at the price, Digital and Value Bundle customers receive additional 
support from our team of learning specialists and access to tools to simplify implementation 
and maximise the school’s investment. Talk to your local Jacaranda Consultant about your 
schools interested in taking up a Jacaranda Bundle Offer in 2021. 
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Jacaranda Digital Bundle
Jacaranda Digital Bundle is a high quality digital learning package of 11 engaging resources 
that comes with dedicated training and support, making it easy for schools to start or 
progress their digital teaching and learning journey.

What’s inside
• Jacaranda Maths Quest AC learnON

• Jacaranda Science Quest AC learnON

• Jacaranda Humanities & Social Sciences WA learnON

• Jacaranda English learnON

• Jacaranda Health & Physical Education learnON

• Jacaranda Artwise eBookPLUS

PLUS
• Knowledge Quest (English)

• assessON Maths Quest

• assessON Science Quest

• myWorld Atlas (Geography) 

• myWorld History Atlas

Pricing and how to buy
Schools get incredible value with the Jacaranda Digital Bundle from $115 per student 
(RRP value $295) as an institutional license by year level — available for purchase through 
any of our trusted bookseller partners.



The JacPLUS Bookshelf 
The JacPLUS Bookshelf is the online portal to all your Jacaranda digital resources. 
Here, teachers and students are able to seamlessly access the full range of available 
digital formats for their Jacaranda titles.

 Download the PDF in one click

 Seamless access to all digital formats

 Favourite your most-used titles

 All your digital titles in one place

jacplus.com.au  
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   Updates 
coming 
for 2021… and more are  

coming for 2021
We love feedback and are continuing to work with 
teachers across Australia to ensure our learnON 
platform continues to be the most powerful and 
meaningful digital learning tool available. 

Exciting improvements are coming in 2021, including 
a new double-page spread view (see right), enabling 
content and questions to be viewed on one screen. 

We will keep you posted on what’s coming next!

The Jacaranda learnON platform
learnON is our immersive and flexible digital  
learning platform for Year 7–10 titles and select new 
senior titles. It transforms trusted Jacaranda content  
to make learning more visible and personalised. 

With learnON, teachers and students can:
• Find topics and questions in just a few clicks
• Receive immediate corrective feedback for every question
• Access rich media and interactivities at the point of learning 
• Download the offline PDF

Teachers can also:
• Access a bank of free teacher resources 
• Connect to their students and start gaining deep 

insights into their progress
• Create custom tests using any question in the resource
• Access instant reports to save time in teacher admin

Check out the latest improvements for 2020
From the 2020 school year and beyond, teachers can now: 
• Even more easily connect to students and  

manage classes
• View important class details at a glance
• Customise courses to suit their school’s unique needs
• Create subgroups for easy differentiation
• Enable students to self-mark and check  

their work before submitting

Teachers can now experience smoother assignment 
creation and management, with the ability to: 
• Re-assign previous assignments and set new 

assignments ahead of time 
• Auto-assign assignments to new students
• Assign work to multiple classes at once
• Remove or add students to active assignments

jacaranda.com.au/learnon  
13



Jacaranda’s Senior series

Each of Jacaranda’s Senior series includes these key features: 

• Digital + Print or Digital-only format options

• The choice of multiple digital platforms — eBookPLUS and PDF

•  Proven pedagogy

• Clear differentiation

• Free teacher resources

With the learnON and studyON platforms, teachers also get access to: 

• Videos, interactivities and other rich media

• Instant feedback for students to questions 

• A virtual classroom where teachers are connected to students

• Pre- and post-test assessments

• Instant and exportable reports on student progress
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Queensland Senior Syllabus | QLD

Jacaranda Maths Quest

jacaranda.com.au/qldmaths  

This series is designed to help teachers unpack the new curriculum and help students 
at the point of learning, so every student can experience success in the classroom,  
at home and ultimately, in the exam.

Helping overcome misconceptions
Includes free access to Fully Worked Solutions for every question to 
demonstrate or confirm students’ thinking.

For the Queensland Senior Syllabus

Preparing students for exam success
General Maths, Mathematical Methods, and Specialist Maths each come with 
FREE access to studyON — our online study, revision and practise tool.

Perfectly aligned to the curriculum
Our authors and teachers have been living and breathing the curriculum 
changes to deliver an easy-to-follow text, fully supported by a comprehensive 
bank of dynamic resources.

BUY 1
PRINT TEXT 

get 4 digital 
codes
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Queensland Senior Syllabus | QLD

Published 
2018/19

Jacaranda  
Maths Quest 11  
Essential Mathematics  
Units 1 & 2 Queensland
Print + eBookPLUS 
9780730367024 $89.95
eBookPLUS 
9780730366942 $59.95
eGuidePLUS  
9780730367048 $114.95

Jacaranda  
Maths Quest 11  
General Mathematics  
Units 1 & 2 Queensland
Print + eBookPLUS + studyON 
9780730365617 $89.95

eBookPLUS 
9780730364153 $59.95

eGuidePLUS  
9780730356837 $114.95

Jacaranda  
Maths Quest 11 
Mathematical Methods  
Units 1 & 2 Queensland
Print + eBookPLUS + studyON 
9780730365556 $89.95

eBookPLUS 
9780730364108 $59.95

eGuidePLUS  
9780730357148 $114.95

Jacaranda  
Maths Quest 11  
Specialist Mathematics  
Units 1 & 2 Queensland
Print + eBookPLUS + studyON 
9780730365433 $89.95

eBookPLUS 
9780730364184 $59.95

eGuidePLUS  
9780730357230 $114.95

JACARANDA MATHS QUEST
ESSENTIAL 

MATHEMATICS
FOR QUEENSLAND

MARK BARNES | PAULINE HOLLAND

11 UNITS
1 & 2

BA
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ES 
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O
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D
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R Q
U
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SLA

N
D

JACARANDA MATHS QUEST
ESSENTIAL 

MATHEMATICS
FOR QUEENSLAND
12 UNITS

3 & 4

MARK BARNES

jacaranda.com.au/qldmaths  

Jacaranda  
Maths Quest 12  
Essential Mathematics  
Units 3 & 4 for Queensland
Print + eBookPLUS 
9780730368922 $89.95
eBookPLUS  
9780730368793 $59.95
eGuidePLUS  
9780730368892 $114.95

Jacaranda  
Maths Quest 12  
General Mathematics  
Units 3 & 4 for Queensland
Print + eBookPLUS + studyON 
9780730380207 $89.95

eBookPLUS + studyON 
9780730380238 $59.95

eGuidePLUS  
9780730368724 $114.95

Jacaranda  
Maths Quest 12 
Mathematical Methods  
Units 3 & 4 for Queensland
Print + eBookPLUS + studyON 
9780730379959 $89.95

eBookPLUS + studyON 
9780730379973 $59.95

eGuidePLUS  
9780730368823 $114.95

Jacaranda  
Maths Quest 12  
Specialist Mathematics  
Units 3 & 4 for Queensland
Print + eBookPLUS + studyON 
9780730380030 $89.95

eBookPLUS + studyON 
9780730380054 $59.95
eGuidePLUS  
9780730368991 $114.95

MARK BARNES | STEVEN MORRIS

JACARANDA MATHS QUEST
GENERAL 

MATHEMATICS
FOR QUEENSLAND

11 UNITS
1 & 2
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FOR QUEENSLAND

General 
Mathematics 
UNITS 1 & 2

FREE!

KAHNI BURROWS | SUE MICHELL | MILES FORD

UNITS
1 & 2

JACARANDA MATHS QUEST
MATHEMATICAL 

METHODS
FOR QUEENSLAND

11 UNITS
1 & 2

Mathematical 
Methods 
UNITS 1 & 2
FOR QUEENSLAND

FREE!

JACARANDA MATHS QUEST
SPECIALIST 

MATHEMATICS
FOR QUEENSLAND

11 UNITS
1 & 2

CATHERINE SMITH | NICK SIMPSON | RAYMOND ROZEN

Specialist 
Mathematics 
UNITS 1 & 2
FOR QUEENSLAND

FREE!

JACARANDA MATHS QUEST
GENERAL 

MATHEMATICS
FOR QUEENSLAND

UNITS
3 & 412

PAULINE HOLLAND | MARK BARNES

FOR QUEENSLAND

General 
Mathematics 
UNITS 3 & 4

FREE!

JACARANDA MATHS QUEST
MATHEMATICAL 

METHODS
FOR QUEENSLAND

UNITS
3 & 412

KAHNI BURROWS | BEVERLY LANGSFORD WILLING | SUE MICHELL

FOR QUEENSLAND

Mathematical 
Methods 
UNITS 3 & 4

FREE!

JACARANDA MATHS QUEST
SPECIALIST 

MATHEMATICS
FOR QUEENSLAND

UNITS
3 & 412

CATHERINE SMITH | PAUL JOHANSEN | RAYMOND ROZEN | PAULINE HOLLAND

FOR QUEENSLAND

Specialist 
Mathematics  
UNITS 3 & 4

FREE!
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Jacaranda Senior Geography
For the Queensland Senior Syllabus

jacaranda.com.au/qldgeography  

This series provides a skills-rich, inquiry-based approach to engage students of all abilities, and is 
the only resource on the market written for the Queensland Senior Geography Syllabus.

Preparing students for exam success
In each topic there are two exam-style tests, so students can practise 
exam skills with unseen stimulus sheets.

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS

Jacaranda Senior Geography  
for Queensland Units 1 & 2, 3rd Edition

9780730363781     $89.95 
9780730363835     $59.95
9780730363804     $114.95

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS

Jacaranda Senior Geography  
for Queensland Units 3 & 4, 3rd Edition

9780730369042     $89.95 
9780730369097     $59.95
9780730369066     $114.95

Published
2018/19

Currency and relevance
Updated with new data and case studies for a local, regional and global perspective.

Perfectly aligned to the Syllabus
Our passionate team of experienced geography teachers have been living 
and breathing the curriculum changes to deliver an easy-to-follow format 
closely tied to the Syllabus structure.
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Queensland Senior Syllabus | QLD



Jacaranda Business Studies in Action
For the NSW Stage 6 Syllabus

jacaranda.com.au/nswbusinessstudies   

Currency and relevance
New content and real-world case studies (e.g. Kathmandu, Neurofen) 
throughout.

Accessible to every student
Depth for middle- and high-ability students without sacrificing understanding 
for all students.

Preparing students for exam success
Extensive exam support throughout the student text. PLUS the HSC 
course now includes studyON, your online exam, study, revision and 
practise tool — FREE!

Jacaranda Business Studies in Action  
Preliminary Course, 5th Edition 

Jacaranda Business Studies in Action  
HSC Course, 6th Edition

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS     

9780730356394     $89.95 
9780730356448     $59.95 
9780730356417     $114.95

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS   

9780730365631     $89.95 
9780730364023     $59.95 
9780730356332     $114.95

Published
2018

Stage 6 | NSW

This series is the trusted market leader, with content and case studies to engage students of all 
abilities and help them achieve exam success.
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NEW  
EDITIONS
pending the 

release of the 
new Syllabus

Jacaranda Outcomes 1 Health and Movement Sciences 
NSW Stage 6

Contact your local Jacaranda Education 
Consultant for more details.

Jacaranda Outcomes
For the NSW Stage 6 Syllabus

Stage 6 | NSW

Print + learnON
learnON

9780730385325     $84.95 
9780730385233     $54.95 
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Jacaranda Physics
For the NSW Stage 6 Syllabus

A rich bank of teacher support
A rich bank of teacher support documents including printables, fully worked solutions, 
answers to questions and practical activities, editable module planners, Syllabus grid, 
practical notes, support and assessment tasks is available in the eGuidePLUS.

Accessible to every student
Language has been carefully selected to appeal to students of all abilities. 
Practice questions at the end of sub-topics reinforce learning.

Perfectly aligned to the Syllabus
The series provides complete coverage of the Syllabus, addressing all the 
Working Scientifically and Knowledge and Understanding outcomes.

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS     

Jacaranda Physics 11 for NSW, 4th Edition

9780730347774     $89.95 
9780730347804     $59.95 
9780730347828     $114.95

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS        

Jacaranda Physics 12 for NSW, 4th Edition

9780730356486     $89.95 
9780730356554     $59.95 
9780730356516     $114.95

This series has been written specifically to help teachers address and unpack the 
Physics Stage 6 Syllabus (2017) and spark the interest of students studying Physics.

jacaranda.com.au/nswphysics   

Published
2018

Stage 6 | NSW
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This series is designed to help teachers unpack the Syllabus and help students at the point of 
learning, so every student can experience success in the classroom, at home and in the exam.

Jacaranda Maths Quest 
Mathematics Standard
For the NSW Stage 6 Syllabus

Helping prevent misconceptions
Clear and concise worked examples for questions to help reinforce students’ 
understanding at the point of learning.

Accessible to every student
Problem Solving, Reasoning and Justification questions to build student proficiencies 
and ensure no student is left behind or held back.

Perfectly aligned to the Syllabus
The series provides 100% coverage of the Syllabus, with every word from the 
curriculum explicitly covered. Each chapter includes a Syllabus grid to highlight 
exactly where the requirements have been covered.

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS      

Jacaranda Maths Quest 11  
Mathematics Standard for NSW, 5th Edition 

9780730346173     $89.95 
9780730346210     $59.95 
9780730348146     $114.95

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS     

Jacaranda Maths Quest 12  
Mathematics Standard 2 for NSW, 5th Edition

9780730356219     $89.95 
9780730356271     $59.95 
9780730356233     $114.95

jacaranda.com.au/nswmaths   

Published
2018

Stage 6 | NSW
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For the VCAA Study Design

Accessible to every student
Content is delivered in manageable ‘chunks’ with scaffolded questions, annotated 
key skills, presented alongside visual aids (including new videos!).

Prepare students for VCE success
New sample SACs for each Area of Study, handy exam tips, every official exam 
question since 2006 and hundreds of exam style questions.

Insights at your fingertips
Available for the first time in learnON, our most powerful digital learning platform, 
giving teachers and students deep progress insights any time throughout the year.

Flexible teacher support
With learnON, you can easily create your own custom tests and  
assessments, using any question available in the text.

Jacaranda Key Concepts in VCE 
Health & Human Development

Print + learnON + studyON
learnON + studyON    

Jacaranda Key Concepts in VCE  
Health & Human Development Units 1 & 2,  
6th Edition

9780730371854     $94.95 
9780730371793     $69.95

Jacaranda Key Concepts in VCE  
Health & Human Development Units 3 & 4, 
6th Edition

This market-leading series engages and motivates students of all abilities and provides a clear 
and comprehensive path through the VCAA Study Design for 2018–2022.

jacaranda.com.au/vcehhd    

Published
2019

VCE | VIC

Print + learnON + studyON
learnON + studyON    

9780730371557     $94.95 
9780730371618     $69.95
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This series forms a complete suite of contemporary print and digital resources, designed 
to inspire curiosity and scientific investigation while preparing your students for VCE 
success. Refreshed content is specifically aligned with the Study Design, and now includes 
comprehensive teacher support so you can teach your class, your way.

Jacaranda VCE Chemistry
For the VCAA Study Design

Print + learnON + studyON 
learnON + studyON

Jacaranda Chemistry 1  
VCE Units 1 & 2, 2nd Edition

9780730373643     $94.95 
9780730373612     $64.95

Print + learnON + studyON 
learnON + studyON

Jacaranda Chemistry 2  
VCE Units 3 & 4, 2nd Edition

9780730373902     $94.95 
9780730373872     $64.95

jacaranda.com.au/chem   

Published
2019

VCE | VIC

Encouraging inquiry through scientific investigation
An interactive and engaging resource suite — including teacher-led videos of 
experiments and sample problems — enabling students to consolidate understanding.

Developing independent life-long learners
The learnON platform gives students immediate feedback to questions and access  
to exemplary responses, providing measurable insights on progress.

Unrivalled exam and assessment preparation
Prepare your students for success with access to every VCAA exam question  
since 2006, and a range of practice SACs.

Unmatched teacher support
Teacher support materials include; work programs, curriculum grids, answers to every 
question, practical investigation support, quarantined topic tests and SACs.
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For the VCAA Study Design

Jacaranda VCE Physics

Print + learnON + studyON 
learnON + studyON

Jacaranda Physics 1  
VCE Units 1 & 2, 4th Edition

9780730373155     $94.95 
9780730373117     $64.95

Print + learnON + studyON 
learnON + studyON

Jacaranda Physics 2  
VCE Units 3 & 4, 4th Edition

9780730373285     $94.95 
9780730373261     $64.95

This series forms a complete suite of contemporary print and digital resources, designed to 
inspire curiosity and scientific investigation while preparing your students for VCE success. 
Refreshed content is explicitly aligned with the Study Design, and now includes comprehensive 
teacher support so you can teach your class, your way.

jacaranda.com.au/vcephysics   

Published
2019

VCE | VIC

Encouraging inquiry through scientific investigation
An interactive and engaging resource suite — including teacher-led videos of 
experiments and sample problems — enabling students to consolidate understanding.

Developing independent life-long learners
The learnON platform gives students immediate feedback to questions and access  
to exemplary responses, providing measurable insights on progress.

Unrivalled exam and assessment preparation
Prepare your students for success with access to every VCAA exam question  
since 2006, and a range of practice SACs.

Unmatched teacher support
Teacher support materials include; work programs, curriculum grids, answers to every 
question, practical investigation support, quarantined topic tests and SACs.
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This series (previously Economics Down Under) includes a contemporary suite of print and digital 
resources enabling you to succeed in VCE Economics. Acclaimed author Richard Morris has utilised 
his extensive teaching experience to deliver the most comprehensive resource on the market.

Jacaranda Key Concepts 
in VCE Economics
For the VCAA Study Design

Print + learnON + studyON 
learnON + studyON

Jacaranda Key Concepts in  
VCE Economics 1 Units 1 & 2, 11th Edition

9780730373445     $84.95 
9780730373544     $64.95

Print + learnON + studyON 
learnON + studyON

Jacaranda Key Concepts in VCE 
Economics 2 Units 3 & 4, 10th Edition

9780730373773     $84.95 
9780730373780     $64.95

jacaranda.com.au/vceeconomics   

Published
2019

VCE | VIC

Refreshed media to engage and inspire
Teacher-led videos explaining key concepts and interactive graphs provide 
opportunities for students to engage with and explore economic concepts.

Contemporary content, updated annually
Students have access to the most current information, including the latest federal 
budget, ABS statistics, updated contemporary examples and case studies.

Unrivalled VCE exam and assessment preparation
Prepare your students for success with access to every VCAA exam question  
since 2008, and a range of practice SACs.

Unmatched teacher support
Teacher support materials are enhanced by learnON, providing insights into student 
progress, and allowing for easy creation of lesson plans and custom tests.
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For the VCAA Study Design

Jacaranda VCE 
Psychology

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS

Psychology VCE Units 1 & 2, 8th Edition

9780730345978     $94.95
9780730346036     $64.95
9780730345992     $114.95

Print + eBookPLUS
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS

Psychology VCE Units 3 & 4, 7th Edition

9780730365471     $94.95
9780730364665     $64.95
9780730355243     $114.95

This series is the trusted market leader and has been updated to reflect the Study Design 
changes, with content and layout updates making it accessible to every student while helping 
them achieve exam success.

jacaranda.com.au/psychology   

Published
2018

VCE | VIC

Accessible to every student
A new layout with additional questions and content, designed to ensure every 
student can experience success.

Preparing students for exam success 
The Units 3 & 4 title includes studyON, our online exam, study, revision  
and practise tool — for FREE!

A trusted market-leading resource
The Jacaranda Psychology series is used in more than 70% of Victorian schools.
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For the VCAA Study Design

Jacaranda VCE Psychology Workbooks

Workbook for Psychology VCE Units 1 & 2,  
8th Edition

Workbook for Psychology VCE Units 3 & 4,  
7th Edition

Value Pack: Psychology VCE Units 1 & 2,  
8th Edition Textbook + Workbook

Value Pack: Psychology VCE Units 3 & 4,  
8th Edition Textbook + Workbook

Print 9780730371953     $39.95

Print 9780730372004     $39.95

Print 9780730374374     $114.95

Print 9780730374442     $114.95

These Workbooks are the perfect companion to the Jacaranda VCE Psychology series, enabling 
students to learn deeply through practice and unpack theory through bite-sized activities.

jacaranda.com.au/psychology   

Published
2019

VCE | VIC

Accessible to every student
Simple language and practical activities (with answers) that can be completed 
independently by students.

Preparing students for exam success
Suitable for teacher directed or self-initiated practice in the classroom or home.

Focus on key concepts
A range of engaging learning activities complement the textbook while  
reinforcing key knowledge and skills required by the study design.
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Jacaranda VCE Psychology Workbooks
For the VCAA Study Design

Jacaranda Maths Quest VCE

Maths Quest 11 General Mathematics  
VCE Units 1 & 2, 2nd Edition

Maths Quest 12 Further Mathematics  
VCE Units 3 & 4, 2nd Edition

Maths Quest 11 Mathematical Methods  
VCE Units 1 & 2, 2nd Edition

Maths Quest 12 Mathematical Methods  
VCE Units 3 & 4, 2nd Edition

Maths Quest 11 Specialist Mathematics  
VCE Units 1 & 2

Maths Quest 12 Specialist Mathematics  
VCE Units 3 & 4

Print + eBookPLUS + studyON
eBookPLUS + studyON
eGuidePLUS

Print + eBookPLUS + studyON
eBookPLUS + studyON
eGuidePLUS

9780730365549     $89.95
9780730364191     $59.95
9780730356929     $114.95

9780730365594     $89.95
9780730364139     $59.95
9780730355472     $114.95

Print + eBookPLUS + studyON
eBookPLUS + studyON
eGuidePLUS

Print + eBookPLUS + studyON
eBookPLUS + studyON
eGuidePLUS

9780730365464     $89.95
9780730364092     $59.95
9780730355632     $114.95

9780730365563     $89.95
9780730364146     $59.95
9780730355564     $114.95

Print + eBookPLUS + studyON
eBookPLUS + studyON
eGuidePLUS

Print + eBookPLUS + studyON
eBookPLUS + studyON
eGuidePLUS

9780730323082     $89.95
9780730358480     $59.95
9780730357346     $114.95

9780730323037     $89.95
9780730358541     $59.95
9780730357322     $114.95

Helping teachers to help students at the point of learning, so every student can experience 
success in VCE Mathematics — in the classroom, at home and ultimately, in the exam.

jacaranda.com.au/vcemaths   

Published
2018

VCE | VIC

Accessible to every student
A new layout with additional questions and content, designed to ensure every
student can experience success.

Preparing students for exam success
Includes studyON, our online exam, study, revision and practise tool — for FREE!

Helping prevent misconceptions
Helping students at the point of learning, free Fully Worked Solutions for  
every question and CAS examples are integrated throughout the text.
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VCE | VIC

www.jacaranda.com.au/vcebusman    

Jacaranda Key Concepts in 
VCE Business Management
For the VCAA Study Design

Jacaranda Key Concepts in VCE Business 
Management Units 1 & 2, 6th Edition

Jacaranda Key Concepts  in VCE Business 
Management Units 3 & 4, 6th Edition

Print + learnON
learnON

Print + learnON
learnON

9780730389422     $89.95 
9780730389521     $59.95 

9780730389637     $89.95 
9780730389668     $59.95 

NEW FOR 2021 

Coming  
for 2021

Currency and relevance
Revised content is supported by updated data and statistics and new, real-world 
contemporary case studies throughout.

Accessible for every student
The content you know and trust, delivered with the proven Key Concepts approach  
to ensure it is digestible for all students — with background information for those  
needing assistance, and extension material for those seeking a challenge.

Unrivalled exam and assessment preparation
Prepare your students for success with new exam-style questions in every subtopic  
(with exemplary responses and marking guides), new practice SACs for each  
Area of Study and access to every VCAA exam question since 2008.

Unmatched teacher support and insights
Now available in learnON, an immersive online course where teachers and students can 
connect and unlock deep insights into progress. Teachers can also create  
custom tests using any resource question, including past VCAA questions.

This marketing-leading series is now updated with new content and contemporary case studies, 
to engage students of all abilities and help them achieve exam success. These new editions give 
you everything you need to carry you through the extended accreditation period (end of 2022).
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Jacaranda Cybersafety Solutions 
for Teachers and Students

jacaranda.com.au/cyberpass   

Jacaranda Digital Citizenship for students
Jacaranda Digital Citizenship powered by CyberPass is an online digital citizenship education 
tool that provides Years 6–8 students with the skills and knowledge to participate 
responsibly and safely in a digitally-enabled world.

Accredited by the Australian Children’s eSafety 
Commissioner, the resource covers all areas of digital 
and media literacy as required by the curriculum, 
from cyber safety and cyber bullying, to researching, 
communicating, socialising and purchasing online.

Accredited by the  
eSafety Commissioner

Pricing
Jacaranda Digital Citizenship powered by CyberPass is available as an exclusive product for schools 
only. To purchase the resource, it is $10 per student via institutional license.
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Pricing
The course can be purchased individually or for the entire faculty as an institutional licence.

Individual purchase
$149 per purchase 
For individual purchases please visit www.jacaranda.com.au/digitalcitizenship.

Institutional license
For institutional licences of up to 49 users — $2,499 
For institutional licences of 50+ users — $3,299

Jacaranda Digital Citizenship Professional 
Development for teachers
For today’s educators, it’s important to know how to use technology in a safe and ethical 
manner, while also having the skills and language to teach students what it means to be a 
responsible digital citizen.

That’s why we’ve developed Jacaranda Digital Citizenship Professional Development for 
Teachers; an online short course specifically designed to help teachers, school leaders and 
education specialists to do just that.

jacaranda.com.au/digitalcitizenship   

Jacaranda
Digital 
Citizenship
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT  
FOR TEACHERS
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Need further information?  
Contact your local Western Australian Consultant: 

WA, SA & NT 
Carol Duffy 
Senior Education Consultant 
M: 0472 826 918 
cduffy@wiley.com

INSIDE SALES  
Andrew Lovett 
Inside Education Consultant 
T: (03) 9274 3192 
alovett@wiley.com

PO, PRICE, AVAILABILITIES AND OTHER GENERAL ENQUIRIES 

custservice@wiley.com | 1800 777 474

JACARANDA RESOURCES AND SCHOOL APPOINTMENTS

jacsales@wiley.com | (03) 9274 3285

DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION OR TROUBLESHOOTING

custdev@wiley.com

ON-DEMAND SUPPORT ARTICLES, GUIDES, HOW-TO VIDEOS AND MORE

jacaranda.com.au/gethelp

Teacher Resource Policy
Jacaranda is pleased to support all confirmed adoptions of Jacaranda subject resources at schools with 
complimentary digital teacher resources and print resources on approval.

Contact your local Western Australian Consultant for more information.

Digital Resource Reactivation Policy
Second or third users of an eBookPLUS or learnON print book registration code will be given access to the 
LITE version of that title. Users can upgrade their LITE version at any time through their JacPLUS bookshelf. To 
upgrade from a lite version, users select the UPGRADE button on their title thumbnail to purchase a full access 
eBookPLUS or learnON title, and from there they will be taken to a shopping cart to commence the order. 

Second-hand users of a studyON registration code, will receive an error message when attempting to register, 
as these codes are for single use only.

Reactivation (renewal codes) are also now available for booksellers to supply.  It is important that schools are 
provided clear advice for reactivation.

You can check the status of a digital access code for any of our digital products at  
www.jacplus.com.au/validate-reg-code.

Jacaranda Resource Trials
We are pleased to provide schools with teacher and/or student trial access to Jacaranda 7–12 resources. We 
assess these on a case-by-case basis, so please reach out to your local Consultant if you have a school interested 
in trialling Jacaranda resources. 


